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Latin America’s lively jazz scene has been influenced since the early 20th century by European migrants 

and local rhythms, adding nuances to its African roots. Famous singers and musicians such as Tom 

Jobim, Lalo Schifrin, Egberto Gismonti, Gato Barbieri and Astor Piazzolla have been influenced by jazz 

and have contributed to the Latin American soundscape. 

In our first series of Latin Jazzy Club, we’ll enjoy the best jazz Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires have to 

offer. 

JOSI DIAS PRESENTS ETERNA BOSSA 

 
 

Celebrating Bossa Nova, Brazilian singer Josi Dias presents the recital "Eterna Bossa" where she pays 

tribute to the great masters of the genre such as Vinícius de Moraes, Tom Jobim, João Gilberto, Carlos 

Lyra, Roberto Menescal and Marcos Valle among other composers.  

Trailer: https://vimeo.com/695505431/bc56d0bafc 

 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/695505431/bc56d0bafc


AFRO COLTRANE 

 

 
The Afro Coltrane project, led by Roberto Rutigliano, seeks to mix African rhythms with John Coltrane's 

original songs. Throughout the performance, the jazz master's repertoire is revisited with the help of 

Afro-Cuban rhythmic bases, such as Santeria and Rumba, and Afro-Brazilian, strolling through Samba, 

Candomblé and Bossa Nova. Trailer: https://vimeo.com/695507330/cfe1f4fbc3 

 

GILSON PERANZZETTA & MAURO SENISE 

 

 
The Duo Gilson Peranzzetta and Mauro Senise is one of the main references of Brazilian instrumental 

music. His proposal is the creation of a repertoire, mixing compositions by Gilson Peranzzetta with MPB 

classics. With a solid international career, this duo has been performing annually at the most important 

festivals in Brazil, the USA and Europe. Trailer: https://vimeo.com/695504758/45a0235d4b 

https://vimeo.com/695507330/cfe1f4fbc3
https://vimeo.com/695504758/45a0235d4b


LA FUSA DE VINICIUS 
 

 
The band made up of Brazilian singer Josi Dias, Bahian guitarist Deryck Santos, Alejo Scalco on piano, 

Mariano Promet on bass and Sergio Morán on drums, commemorates the 50th anniversary of the 

recording of the legendary album "Vinícius de Moraes en La Fusa" that Vinícius, Toquinho and Maria 

Creuza recorded in Buenos Aires in 1970. Trailer: https://vimeo.com/695503510/bd4137c72d 

 
THE ROBERTO RUTIGLIANO QUARTET 

 

Drummer and composer Roberto Rutigliano, has lived in Rio de Janeiro for 30 years, regularly visits 

Buenos Aires with his concerts, sharing the stage with local artists such as: Américo Belloto, Daniel 

Bineli, Abel Rogantini, Juan Pablo Navarro, Diego Waigner and Juan Cruz de Urquiza, Josi Dias, Matias 

Gonzalez and Ricardo Nolé, among others. Trailer: https://vimeo.com/695506851/77273d6734 

 

https://vimeo.com/695503510/bd4137c72d
https://vimeo.com/695506851/77273d6734


NICOLAS GUERSCHBERG TRIO 

 

Nicolas Guerschberg is pianist, composer and arranger. He has played with the greatest figures on the 

music scene, and has been awarded numerous prizes and mentions, including the Gardel de Oro 2012 

and the Konex Platinum Award 2015. The chosen themes allow glimpses of jazz, tango, classical and 

contemporary music. Trailer: https://vimeo.com/695505833/790ff494f8 

 

VALENTINO JAZZ BAZAR & CARRIE DIANE WARD 

 
 

Nominated Gardel Awards 2020. Valentino and Carrie make up a show where they alternate their 

incomparable styles and offer a show with their own style. Entertaining, fun and of course full of very good 

music. Trailer: https://vimeo.com/695503872/186f235131 

 

https://vimeo.com/695505833/790ff494f8
https://vimeo.com/695503872/186f235131


BERNARDO BARAJ JAZZ TRIO 

 

Renowned saxophonist and flutist Bernardo Baraj, presents the themes of his new work with his own 

compositions and classics of the genre. Barrio de Tango, Puppet, Bitter Fruit, plus a tribute to the great 

Leonardo Favio with an original version of April Girl, among others. Trailer: 

https://vimeo.com/695507853/7b61842136  

 

MARTIN PARRILLA TRIO 

 

“Oscar Peterson Tribute”. Lucas Ferrari (Piano), Leo Paez (Double Bass) and Martin Parrilla (Drums) 

review the work of the iconic world jazz pianist, recalling a selected and exquisite repertoire in trio format, 

to which they also add special guests. Trailer: https://vimeo.com/695505784/f95e2897ef 

 

https://vimeo.com/695507853/7b61842136
https://vimeo.com/695505784/f95e2897ef


THE CARLOS MICHELINI GRUP 

 
 

Carlos Michelini, the renown and virtuoso saxophonist presents original music where he mixes jazz, 

groove funk, hip hop and electric sonorities. Trailer: https://vimeo.com/695502612/97b0a56b59 

 

THE PABLO MOTTA JAZZ TRIO 

 
 

The Pablo Motta Trio mixes jazz with Latin American rhythms, offering a wide range of expression that 

combines the virtuosity, musicality and power of Adrián Mastrocola on piano and Javier Martínez Vallejos 

on drums. Trailer: https://vimeo.com/695506668/5ca6cc8ea2 

 

https://vimeo.com/695502612/97b0a56b59
https://vimeo.com/695506668/5ca6cc8ea2


DOG BROTHERS 
 

 
 

Dog Brothers is a tribute to the great composers and groups of Hard Bop of the 50s and 60s inspired by 

the music composed for the Kaselman and son series and motivated by several recordings made remotely 

during this quarantine. Trailer: https://vimeo.com/695508006/17f796419d 

OSCAR GIUNTA SUPER TRIO 

 
 

Presentation of the new album “Apalàp!” that was recorded in April 2019 in New York, as part of Giunta’s 

last tour to date in several major cities in the US. Trailer: https://vimeo.com/695506646/4f8d36cffd 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/695508006/17f796419d
https://vimeo.com/695506646/4f8d36cffd


INFLEXION: THE SEBASTIÁN PEYCERÉ 

 

INFLEXION is Sebastián Peyceré's Trio. It has 3 published discs. This time he performs alongside 

Gustavo Silva and Victor Sanders. Trailer: https://vimeo.com/695504853/acfbbad2df 

 

ALEJANDRO SANTOS ENSAMBLE 

 

Flutist, multi-instrumentalist and composer Alejandro Santos presents works from his solo albums 

focused on jazz tango. His music is based on a Pan-American vision with the fusion of jazz and 

contemporary music. Alejandro Santos performed concerts, tours and recordings with Al Di Meola, Gary 

Burton, Dino Saluzzi, Osvaldo Fatoruso, and others. Trailer: https://vimeo.com/695507734/0870a64833 

https://vimeo.com/695504853/acfbbad2df
https://vimeo.com/695507734/0870a64833

